
Performane Analysis of an Assembly System:a Case StudyJean-Lu Cojan, Loï Plassart, Frank Singho�, Philippe Le ParLISyC - Laboratoire d'Informatique des Systèmes ComplexesUniversité de Bretagne OidentaleCS 93837 - 29238 Brest Cedex 3 - FraneAbstratPetri nets are well suited for modelling prodution systemsand analysis of their performane. In this paper we studya �owshop system driven by a set of loal ommand unitsand a entral ontroller, modelled with Timed ColouredPetri nets by means of CPN Tools. We show that Petrinets an be applied not only to improve its produtionrate by omparing various algorithms for the ontrollerpoliy servie, but also to analyse the signi�ane ofparameters as onveying and mehanial delays, maximumwork-in-proess or to understand problems appeared inthe real system.Keywords Petri nets, modelling, simulation, manu-faturing systems, ase study.1 IntrodutionThe behaviour of a prodution system is not only on-ditionned by mehanial harateristis of the mahines,but also by the equipment whih ensures their ontrol [4℄.The designers of Livbag ompany1, a worldwide leaderin automotive safety, are onfronted with this problem.The expeted prodution targets are far from being met.Some problems, as apparent stoppings of the prodution,are even notied. In [8℄ Plassart established the need forlimiting the ontroller response time to messages fromoperative parts. He modeled the system with a FIFOpoliy servie. We will extend this study to other poliies.Moreover, we will show that Petri nets are also usefulin the analysis of the signi�ane of parameters suh asonveying delays, maximum work-in-proess or the steadystate settling and may allow a better understanding aboutthe origin of the enountered problems.In this artile, we assume the reader is familiar with Petrinets (see [7℄ for a general survey and [5℄ for oloured Petrinets). In setion 2, we present the prodution system, theoperating yle of the mahines and their modelling. Insetion 3, we settle bounds for mean inter-arrival delayand makespan to be ompared with the simulation resultsshown in setion 4. Due to the lak of spae, this studyturns only on linear �owshop with a single proessor (seesetion 2.3).1Soiété Livbag, groupe Autoliv - Route du Beuzit, 29590Pont de Buis, Frane

2 Assembly system desription,lassi�ation and modellingIn this setion, we desribe the arhiteture of the systemand the operating yle of the mahines, then we propose alassi�ation of the assembly lines aording to their topol-ogy whih allows to formalize a station by its harateris-tis.2.1 System arhitetureThe onsidered prodution system is an automatedassembly proess with several mahines alled stationslinked together by onveyors (�gure 1). The stations workin an independent way from eah other and exeute theiroperating yle. A station annot retain and operate morethan one part at a given moment. When a station isavailable (no assembly in progress) and a part is presentat its entry, it starts its operating yle. Storage apaityon onveyors and in the entry of the station is limited bymeans of sensors.
Figure 1: System arhiteture.The ontrol of the assembly line is ensured by a entralontroller whih oordinates the various stations. Thus, ithas to be onsidered as a shared resoure of the system. Inliterature, many manufaturing ontrol arhitetures areidenti�ed [2℄. They are often delined in three main typesfrom entralized over hierarhial to heterarhial ontrol.Our ontrol arhiteture is based on a typial hierarhialstruture in whih an upper level devie oordinates theativities of a group of lower level devies in a master-slavemanner [6℄.In the present ase study, the message exhanges are ini-tiated by the loal ommand units. They are operated a-ording to a request transmission and a response reeption.The stimulus is then bottom-up and more than one ex-hange an be running at the same time and then messages1



are stored in a bu�er. One of our aim is to evaluate theimpat of the message servie poliy.2.2 Operating yle of the stationsThe operating proess of eah station an be split up into�ve phases:
• identi�ation phase, exeuted as soon as the part en-ters the station,
• status request phase. After a possible waiting time inthe bu�er, the request is proessed by the ontrollerand a response is sent bak to the station. If the pro-essing is not granted, the part is released, otherwisethe proess goes on,
• assembly phase, operating sequene ompletely on-trolled by a programmable logi ontroller and imme-diately exeuted on reeiving the status reply,
• data reporting phase. A message with the neessarymeasurements for traeability purpose is sent to theontroller,
• release phase, performed immediately on reeiving theaknowlegment from the ontroller. This phase is alsoonditionned by the maximum apaity of storage ofthe next station or maximum work-in-proess (WIPfor short), whih inludes parts either on onveyingor pending to be proessed. In this paper, parts pro-essed by a station are not onsidered as WIP.There is a growing demand from the designers of pro-dution lines for inreasing the number of messages duringa yle, in order to avoid hazardous manipulations or tosave raw materials in ase of failure during one of the stepof the assembly phase for example. Hene, we extend theoperating yle of a station to M +1 mehanial treatmentswith M messages exhanges in-between. It an be depitedfor the proessing of one part in �gure 2.

Figure 2: Operating yle of a station.The durations of mehanial and message proessings arespei� to eah station. In this paper our approah onsistsin onsidering these delays onstant. To these delays, wehave to add waiting time in the message bu�er, whih de-pends on the sheduling poliy and therefore vary from apart to another.2.3 Assembly systems modellingAn assembly system, omposed by a set S = (Si)1≤i≤NSof stations and a set C = (Cj)1≤j≤NC
of onveyors, anbe viewed as an ayli oriented graph, whose nodessymbolize stations and edges, onveyors transporting partsfrom a station to another one. Thus, an assembly systemis haraterized by a relation σ from S in P (S) whih linkseah station with its suessors list. The set of suessors(resp. predeessors) of a station Si is denoted σ+(Si)(resp. σ−(Si)).

We only onsider in this study systems with singleinput and output station. This assumption does not implyany restrition. Indeed, the behaviour of a system withmultiple inputs or outputs is not modi�ed by the additionof a head or tail station with proessing delays equal to zero.

Figure 3: Typology of assembly systems.We propose a typology of assembly systems, inspiredfrom [9℄, aording to the stages (steps orresponding toidential operations) and the number of stations perform-ing these operations as shown in �gure 3.2.4 Charateristis of a stationFor a given assembly system, any station Ss with Ms re-quests to the ontroller an be modeled by a 4-tuple, alledharateristis of the station,
(
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) is a matrix with the onveying delays fromthe upstream stations of Ss (Sj ∈ σ−(Ss)),
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) is a matrix with the mehanial delays (1 ≤
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) is a matrix with delays of request proessingby the ontroller (1 ≤ l ≤ Ms).In order to simplify the notation, we will omit somesubindies in forthoming equations, where the ontext al-lows. Moreover, we denote the sums of these di�erent delaysas follows:
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θreqs (controller delay)2.5 Modelling of a stationA station an be modelled using a timed Petri net shownin �gure 4, where the timed transitions are depited witha blank bar. The plaes STA, CPU, WIP model the avail-ability of their orresponding resoure, i.e. the station, theproessor(s) and the onveyor(s).2



Figure 4: Petri net modelling a station with M requests,
p upstream and q downstream stations.Hene, an assembly system is modelled by onnetingthe Petri nets orresponding to eah station, merging theplae CPU and the transitions Tf_i et Tf_o aordingto its topology.The aim of the next setion is to determine the theoreti-al optimum prodution rate of an assembly system aord-ing to harateristis of its stations. Then, we an deduethe minimum makespan, whih will be ompared with sim-ulation results in setion 4.3 Bounds for the throughputSystem performane is de�ned as the maximum rate a sys-tem an ahieve. It an be expressed as the highest numberof parts produed per unit of time or, inversely, by the low-est inter-arrival delay between the prodution of two sues-sive parts. Other way to measure it is the makespan de�nedas the duration between the input date of the �rst part andthe output date of the last ompleted part. The boundstudy of these quantities is signi�ant, insofar they allow toquantify the quality of the poliies we will test. Moreover,

the obtained bounds show the importane of some param-eters we should not have taken into aount without theirprior study.3.1 Bounds of the inter-arrival delayThere is an intuitive relation between the ready-state be-haviour of a system and the notion of repeatable �ring se-quenes, and onsequently with the T-semi�ows. In [1℄,Campos et al. give, for any timed Petri net and for anyprobability distribution funtion of �ring transition delays,the following lower bound Γi for the mean yle time insteady-state assoiated with a transition ti

Γi ≥ max
Y ∈{P−semiflow}

Y
T
.PRE.D.Fi

subject to Y
T
.M0 = 1 (1)where

• Y is a P-semi�ow (i.e. Y T .C = 0, Y ≥ 0, Y 6= 0, with
C the global inidene matrix),

• PRE is the Pre-inidene matrix,
• D is the diagonal matrix with the mean value of thedelays assigned to the transitions,
• Fi is a T-semi�ow (i.e. C X = 0, X ≥ 0, X 6= 0)whose omponent orresponding to ti is equal to 1,
• M0 is the initial marking.In this study, Γi orresponds to our minimal inter-arrivaldelay, where ti is the last transition in the net modellingthe tail station. We have to note that reahability of thisbound is not ensured.Solving the linear programming problem assoiated with1, this bound an be omputed. Conerning linear �owshopwith a single proessor, we dedued the following results.Property 1 (Single station) A single station (with sin-gle input and output, �gure 3-(a)) with harateristis:
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} (3)3.2 Bounds of makespanIn the ase of a linear �owshop, we an dedue from (3)lower bounds of the makespan, to be later ompared withthe simulation results. Two situations arise aording tothe value of τd:3



• τd =
θconvS

̟S
or θstas , respetively alled onveyor andstation bound of the system, where s is the bottlenekstation or onveyor. The best ase ours when thisresoure never waits for a part. Hene, the minimalmakespan for N parts is

τm =

NS
∑

s=1

(θstas + θconvs) + (N − 1) × τd (4)
• τd = θctrl, alled ontroller bound of the system. Thebest ase ours when the ontroller proesses ontinu-ally the reeived messages, sine the initial one for the�rst part until the �nal one for the last part. In thisase, the minimal makespan for N parts is obtained byadding N×b to the mehanial delays before and afterthe �rst and last messages, whih depends on stationharateristis.

Figure 5: Expeted simulation results aording to requestproessing delays ompared with makespan bounds.We have to note that these assumptions are only realistiwhen the ontroller bound is far enough from the stationor onveyor bound. Therefore, we should get simulationresults looking like those depited in �gure 5.To onlude this setion, we obtain theoretial optimumfor makespan in order to ompare them with the simulationresults. Moreover the bounds obtained in (3) orrespondto either one onveyor or station delay station, or the on-troller delay. Therefore, we an distinguish three situationsand parameters to analyse:Bottlenek resoure ParametersConveyors Conveying delays andmaximum WIPController Controller delayStations Station delays4 Flowshop simulation resultsThe notion of time inherent in the system and the similar-ity of the station behaviour led us naturally to use timedoloured Petri nets. The tool used to perform simulationis CPN Tools2 , maintained by the CPN Group, Univer-sity of Aarhus, Denmark. It allows edition, simulation andanalysis of suh lass of Petri nets [3℄. First, we present theharateristis of the modelled system and the various ser-vie poliies we tested and then we show the �rst simulationresults and onlusions we draw from them.2www.daimi.au.dk

4.1 Considered system harateristisFor a �rst set of tests, data were extrated from readingsof existing on�gurations by Livbag, orresponding to the�ve phases depited in setion 2.2. The delays (expressedin ms) are onstant for all stations, exept for the assemblyphase: phase delaysonveying 3000maximum WIP 3pre-assembly 730request proessing 600assembly see �gure 6post-assembly 60Table 1: Station harateristis.

Figure 6: Assembly delays expressed in ms.Unless expliit mention, below refered simulation resultsorrespond to the prodution of 1000 parts by lines om-pound of the nth �rst stations with these harateristis(5 ≤ n ≤ 30). The quantity measured is the absolute orrelative deviation from the observed makespan to its orre-sponding theoretial lower bound.4.2 Servie poliiesThe message exhanges are initiated by the stations. Therequests are stored in a bu�er and the stations remainloked until the response. Hene, the servie poliy mayhave a signi�ant impat on the makespan. In [8℄, onlyFIFO was taken into aount. Here we extend our study tofollowing algorithms:Aronym Priority riteria3RAN randomFIFO �rst-in �rst-outLIFO last-in �rst-outFSF fastest station delay �rstSSF slowest station delay �rstPush losest to the head stationPull losest to the tail stationTable 2: Tested servie poliies.The �rst results brought us to add another riterion:lowest work-in-proess in the next station. These algoritmsare denoted by LWxx, where xx is one of the above3In ase of equality, the seondary riterion is: losest to thetail station4



aronyms. We modeled these poliies by means of lists.The existene of various list fontions in CPN Toolsallowed us to speify easily the priority between tokens.4.3 Considered system simulation re-sultsWe perform simulations for the on�guration expound insetion 4.1 with request proessing delays varying from0 ms to around 2000 ms, with espeial attention to valueslose to the station bound. For 30 stations its value is160 ms. The �gure 7 depits the results for some serviepoliies with this on�guration. With suh a graph thequality of the di�erent algorithms an be ompared. Forexample, the assumptions done in setion 3.2 are verystrong for lose station and ontroller bounds is on�rmed.

Figure 7: Relative deviation with theoretial makespanbound (30 stations and request proessing varying delays).The table 3 shows the maximum deviation from the the-oretial makespan bound with on�gurations from 5 to 30stations (expressed in perentage):From these simulations, some points emerge:
• the servie poliy have a great impat on the perfor-mane. For example, with a on�guration of 12 sta-tions with a message proess duration of 420 ms, themakespan got with FSF algorithm is 52% higher thanthe one got with Pull,
• among the poliies whih do not take into aount thework-in-proess of the downstream station, a more de-tailed analysis shows that SSF and Pull are the mostperformant when the bottlenek is a station. FIFO orRandom are better when the ontroller is overloaded,
• for on�gurations above 8 stations, algorithms takinginto aount the work-in-proess amount are learlymore performant unlike for lighter on�gurations.This is probably due to the relative repartition ho-mogeneity of the stations 2 to 8. Indeed, more reentsimulations with stations of equal assembly delay showthe poor quality of this lass of algorithm with suhon�guration.However, neither algorithm is really the most performant(even random is far from being the worst). This leads usto onlude that the most appropriate way to get the bestpoliy is simulation, espeially for on�gurations more om-plex than those we analyse in this paper.

RAN FIFO LIFO FSF SSF Push Pull5 11,7 12,0 10,0 11,5 16,9 17,1 12,16 11,3 14,0 17,3 40,3 16,0 40,6 13,98 10,2 10,1 10,8 34,3 16,1 36,5 13,210 13,7 9,4 16,6 48,4 12,9 44,0 11,112 13,3 11,8 18,4 60,2 12,3 48,0 7,115 11,5 11,5 17,5 51,4 8,7 38,0 5,618 10,2 11,1 15,3 42,5 13,5 48,2 5,820 10,8 11,0 13,8 40,2 9,0 53,0 5,722 10,3 11,8 13,1 39,8 7,5 40,9 6,125 9,7 11,2 13,9 37,6 7,8 27,3 6,828 10,3 10,8 13,0 36,2 6,9 21,8 5,830 8,7 10,3 12,0 32,6 6,8 55,5 6,1LW LW LW LW LW LWFIFO LIFO FSF SSF Push Pull5 12,1 20,7 11,5 20,8 18,2 12,06 12,8 12,7 11,5 15,5 24,8 12,08 20,1 17,4 12,4 21,3 19,3 12,510 17,7 6,8 6,9 17,1 20,0 8,412 7,3 5,4 10,9 8,8 5,9 5,215 6,1 4,1 4,8 7,8 6,0 6,718 4,2 3,7 4,6 4,7 3,8 4,120 4,8 5,0 4,0 11,2 3,5 4,522 3,0 2,8 3,0 6,0 3,2 6,625 3,0 4,0 3,8 3,4 3,1 3,728 3,3 3,6 4,5 3,6 3,2 5,530 3,1 3,4 5,1 3,6 3,2 6,0Table 3: Simulation results.4.4 Other studiesWe also studied other problems, suh as signi�ane of on-veying delays or steady state settling.4.4.1 Conveying delays and maximum work-in-proessThe inequation τd ≥
θconvS

̟S
shows that the onveyors delaysannot be disregarded. Althought the maximum work-in-proess only has to be inreased to prevent a onveyor to bea bottlenek resoure, the signi�ane of onveying delaysand work-in-proess must be analysed.

Figure 8: Absolute deviation with theoretial makespanbound (extrat from 0 to 45 se).The �gure 8 exhibits the results of two sets of simulationon 17 stations, 3 as maximum work-in-proess and on-veying delay varying from 0 to 60 seonds. The �rst setwhen the slowest resoure is a station (request proessingtime = 200 ms) and the seond when the bottlenek is theontroller (request proessing time = 400 ms). The respe-tive thresholds for onveying delay to beome the penalising5



resoure are 29.07 and 40.80 seonds and are depited asvertial lines in the �gure.The results on other on�gurations are quite similar.Hene, we an dedue that, in ase the bottlenek re-soure is a station, an inrease in the onveying delayimplies a nearly equal inrease of the makespan. Onthe ontrary if the ontroller is the slowest resoure,a worsening of the inter-arrival delay is notied. Onthe other hand, simulations showed that inreasing themaximum work-in-proess does not improve the makespan.Thus, we an sum up our onlusions as follows:Bottlenekresoure ConlusionStation Conveying delays have few signi�aneController Redue the onveying delaysStations Inrease the maximum WIP and ataording to the new bottlenek4.4.2 Steady state settlingWe also took an interest in the steady state settling. Thedetetion of some periodiity in the inter-arrival delays ap-peared us di�ult. So we takled the problem by studyingwork-in-proess total amount. Indeed, in addition to theproper interest of this quantity, its stabibility seems intu-itively a su�ient ondition for the steady state settling.We got results we an summarize as in �gure 9 for 500parts prodution with 30 stations and 800 ms as resquestproessing time (ontroller is the bottlenek resoure).

Figure 9: Work-in-proess total amount in relation withproessing time in seonds.With this on�guration, the Pull and, to a lower extent,the FIFO poliy limit the WIP amount whereas thePush one makes it almost maximum. The steady state isestablished before at least half an hour (resp. an hour) forFIFO (resp. Push) poliy.The ase of LIFO is more amazing. Analysing the maxi-mum inter-arrival delays with this poliy, we founded valuesas 11 minutes for request proessing delays of 400 ms or 36minutes for 800 ms. This situation orresponds to the ap-parent prodution stoppings mentionned in introdution.Howewer the observed unstability is not translated into asigni�ative produtivity loss, sarely 2 minutes for a 5hours prodution.

5 Conlusion and future worksThe Petri nets allows an e�ient modelling, performaneanalysis and behaviour omprehension of manufaturingproesses. By their solid mathematial basis, theoretialresults an be proved. Solving the linear programmingproblems assoiated with (1) gives us formal optimumthroughput bounds for linear �owshops. Similar butmore ompliated bounds an be dedued for paralleland parallelized �owshops. The existene of numeroustools (CPN Tools in our ase) permits the omparisonof simulation results with these optima. Although noneof tested servie poliies did not proved to be the mostperformant, some trends an be drawn from this study.Behaviour as apparent freezed prodution have been alsoexplained.Our future works are based on two distint angles. Onthe one hand, we will extend the study to other serviepoliies and more omplex systems (�gure 3). On the otherhand, we will develop a tool whih would allow to an userwithout spei� knowledge of Petri nets to perform auto-mati simulation of his system behaviour.Referenes[1℄ J. Campos, G. Chiola, and M. Silva. Ergodiity andthroughput bounds for petri nets with unique onsis-tent �ring ount vetor. IEEE Transations on SoftwareEngineering, 17(2):117�125, 1991.[2℄ D.M. Dilts, N.P. Boyd, and H.H. Whorms. The evolu-tion of ontrol arhitetures for automated manufatur-ing systems. Journal of Manufaturing Systems, 10:79�83, 1991.[3℄ Ratzer et al. CPN Tools for Editing, Simulating, andAnalysing Coloured Petri Net. In Proeedings of Appli-ations and Theory of Petri Nets 2003, pages 450�462.Springer-Verlag LNCS 2679, 2003.[4℄ A. Grieo and al. A review of di�erent approahes tothe FMS loading proess. The International Journal ofFlexible Manufaturing Systems, 13:361�384, 2001.[5℄ Kurt Jensen. An introdution to the theoretial aspetsof oloured petri nets. Leture Notes in Computer Si-ene; A Deade of Conurreny, 803:230�272, 1993.[6℄ A. Jones, E. Barkmeyer, and W. Davis. Issues in thedesign and implementation of a system arhiteture foromputer integrated manufaturing. Journal of Com-puter Integrated Manufaturing, 2:65�76, 1989.[7℄ Tadao Murata. Petri Nets: Properties, analysis andappliations. In Proeedings of the IEEE, Vol. 77, num.4, April 1989.[8℄ L. Plassart, P. Le Par, F. Singho�, and L. Maré. Mod-elling and Simulation of Interations Between the LoalCommand Units and the Supervisor of an AutomatedAssembly Line: a Case Study. XVI Workshop on Super-vising and Diagnostis of Mahining Systems, 1-2 hap.5:210�221, 2005.[9℄ Olivier Telle. Gestion de haînes logistiques dans le do-maine aéronautique : Aide à la oopération au seind'une relation Donneur d'Ordres/Fournisseur. PhDthesis, Eole nationale supérieure de l'aeronautique etde l'espae, 2003.6


